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a b s t r a c t
Objective: The objective of this study is to help a team of physicians and knowledge engineers acquire
clinical knowledge from existing practices datasets for treatment of head and neck cancer, to validate
the knowledge against published guidelines, to create reﬁned rules, and to incorporate these rules into
clinical workﬂow for clinical decision support.
Methods and materials: A team of physicians (clinical domain experts) and knowledge engineers adapt an
approach for modeling existing treatment practices into ﬁnal executable clinical models. For initial work,
the oral cavity is selected as the candidate target area for the creation of rules covering a treatment plan for
cancer. The ﬁnal executable model is presented in HL7 Arden Syntax, which helps the clinical knowledge
be shared among organizations. We use a data-driven knowledge acquisition approach based on analysis
of real patient datasets to generate a predictive model (PM). The PM is converted into a reﬁned-clinical
knowledge model (R-CKM), which follows a rigorous validation process. The validation process uses a
clinical knowledge model (CKM), which provides the basis for deﬁning underlying validation criteria. The
R-CKM is converted into a set of medical logic modules (MLMs) and is evaluated using real patient data
from a hospital information system.
Results: We selected the oral cavity as the intended site for derivation of all related clinical rules for
possible associated treatment plans. A team of physicians analyzed the National Comprehensive Cancer
Network (NCCN) guidelines for the oral cavity and created a common CKM. Among the decision tree
algorithms, chi-squared automatic interaction detection (CHAID) was applied to a reﬁned dataset of
1229 patients to generate the PM. The PM was tested on a disjoint dataset of 739 patients, which gives
59.0% accuracy. Using a rigorous validation process, the R-CKM was created from the PM as the ﬁnal
model, after conforming to the CKM. The R-CKM was converted into four candidate MLMs, and was used
to evaluate real data from 739 patients, yielding efﬁcient performance with 53.0% accuracy.
Conclusion: Data-driven knowledge acquisition and validation against published guidelines were used to
help a team of physicians and knowledge engineers create executable clinical knowledge. The advantages
of the R-CKM are twofold: it reﬂects real practices and conforms to standard guidelines, while providing
optimal accuracy comparable to that of a PM. The proposed approach yields better insight into the steps
of knowledge acquisition and enhances collaboration efforts of the team of physicians and knowledge
engineers.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Background
1.1. Motivations
Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) play a pivotal role
in improving patient care and enhancing practitioner performance [1]. Nevertheless, adaption of CDSSs in an actual healthcare
workﬂow setup is challenging. Despite a long history of CDSS development, most of the systems evaluated in academia have not been
realized in a real clinical practice environment. The most prominent
barriers have included heterogeneous healthcare workﬂow integration, lack of standard knowledge representation, complexity of
knowledge representation languages, lack of frameworks for clinical knowledge transformation into executable knowledge bases,
and physician fears regarding validity of the services related to the
knowledge bases and quality of published guidelines [2]. We therefore initiated the Smart CDSS project in collaboration with Shaukat
Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre (SKMCH)1
to provide decision support services for head and neck cancer. We
observed the above-mentioned barriers while working with clinical domain experts and hospital IT staff in gathering Smart CDSS
requirements.
Notable problems in CDSS development that physicians face
include the CDSS utility in their domain and the building of a model
to acquire the knowledge in standard representation, such as Arden
Syntax. To make the knowledge acquisition applicable, we developed data-driven knowledge acquisition and validation techniques,
which use patient datasets for creation of the ﬁnal clinical model,
the reﬁned clinical knowledge model (R-CKM). Data-driven knowledge acquisition helps in building a predictive model (PM) to reﬂect
actual treatment decisions for patients recorded over the last ten
years. Furthermore, the PM is validated against a clinical knowledge
model (CKM) to ﬁnalize the R-CKM for the executable knowledge
base. The CKM represents standard guidelines for cancer treatment
published by National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) [3]
http://www.nccn.org/ (accessed 24.04.15). The R-CKM is transformed into medical logic modules (MLMs) using HL7 Arden Syntax.
To avoid complexity of HL7 Arden Syntax, the MLMs are built in
basic control artifacts, such as by using IF constructs. Moreover, to
handle the intrinsic limitations of HL7 Arden Syntax, such as the
curly brace problem [4] and binding issues with vocabulary [1],
we adapt HL7 virtual medical record (vMR) [5] and use systematized nomenclature of medicine clinical terms (SNOMED CT) [6]
http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/ (accessed 26.12.14) binding to
represent all related concepts of head and neck cancer. The oral
cavity is selected as the primary site for creation of R-CKM and
the ﬁnal candidate MLMs. The proposed approach is distinguished
from available knowledge acquisition and validation approaches
through its use of reference standard guidelines to validate the ﬁnal
knowledge model.

1.2. Related approaches
Knowledge acquisition and validation are prerequisites for
effective decision support services. Various approaches are used
to target objectives in target system design. In a methodological
review, Peleg [7] categorized the approaches of translating clinical
practice guidelines (CPGs) into computer-interpretable guidelines
(CIGs): cognitive methods, a collaborative modeling methodology
and tools, an information extraction methodology, and specialized
CIG authoring tools.
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Cognitive methods examine how people mentally represent
information to solve subsequent problems. CPG translation to CIGs
from narrative guidelines discussed in [8] is a cognitive method in
which domain experts are provided with predeﬁned algorithmic
steps to develop the guidelines. Information extraction methods
use semi-automatic translation by extracting knowledge using
templates from narrative guidelines. Serban et al. [9] extracted
templates from narrative guidelines and used them as building
blocks for guidelines based on background thesaurus knowledge.
CIG authoring tools are used to directly transform CPGs into executable CIGs. CIGs follow standard formats, such as XML, RDF, and
any other standard format. Examples of such knowledge acquisition include use of an Arden Syntax editor to explicitly transform
the clinical knowledge into an executable module, an approach
mentioned in [10].
The systematic review [7] covers the methods that are based
on translating narrative CPGs into CIGs; however, alternative
approaches that use clinical datasets for knowledge extraction also
exist. For example, Perera et al. [11] used a semantic-driven knowledge acquisition approach to establish missing relationships in
data. Their proposed approach is limited to determining missing
relationships in data whereby the initial knowledge base is constructed from UMLS vocabulary. Similarly, Gomoi et al. [12] used
data mining techniques to generate rules from data and transform them into MLMs. This approach lacks a criterion deﬁnition
for selection of candidate MLMs and ﬁnal validation from reference guidelines. Our present study is closely related to [11,12] in
terms of our use of clinical data as a common source of knowledge acquisition. In addition, we employ a cognitive method to
align the reﬁned model in accordance with published NCCN guidelines.
The study in [13] resembles our study with respect to the objectives of using a data-driven approach to create rules. The authors
derive rules from patient data and incorporate them into guidelines
for completeness of missing recommendations. The methodology
proposed in the study comprises a rigorous inspection of guidelines
to ﬁnd missing recommendations for all possible patient symptoms. A decision tree learning algorithm is used to generate the
rules, aligned with the guideline tree for missing recommendations.
The proposed methodology is robust for the clinical domain with
less complexity. For complex clinical domains with comprehensive
guidelines, it may not be feasible to identify the missing decisions.
Furthermore, as complexity of the clinical domain increases, the
number of patient conditions is also increased to verify the ﬁnal
recommendation. With an increased number of patient conditions,
it becomes difﬁcult to derive related proﬁles (as used in this study)
for which a set of rules needs to be generated. Finally, the study
deﬁnes no formal validation criteria for the generated rules, and
depends on the quality and quantity of data. In contrast, we use a
data driven approach to select rules from the PM that conform to the
guidelines. The PM is evolved to R-CKM using a rigorous validation
process.
Most existing validation approaches aim to enable developed
CIGs to capture the requirements of corresponding CPGs. These
approaches can be viewed in two broad categories of techniques:
inspection and testing [7]. In the inspection technique, domain
experts investigate the CIGs for any possible errors in logic. Collaborative development of clinical guidelines is discussed in [14]. Teams
of expert physicians and knowledge engineers create markups in
ﬁnal guidelines. These markups are evaluated together against the
gold-standard markups with a thorough inspection to determine
whether the ﬁnal objective is achieved.
Testing techniques are used in addition to inspection techniques
to minimize chances of errors in logic that may not be traced during inspection. These techniques use real patient cases to evaluate
all possible decision paths in CIGs for obtaining correct decisions.
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Miller [15] used a domain-constraint-based approach with a clinical condition set while generating the minimal set of test cases
required for evaluating the particular guidelines. We herein employ
both approaches: inspection and testing with different perspectives. Domain experts keep the PM decision path as a candidate path
in R-CKM after validation (inspection) from the CKM. Knowledge
engineers provide the evidence of patient cases from the PM that
correctly classify it into a correct decision (testing). This validation
process allows the decision path to be included in R-CKM if it conforms to the validation criteria (which is based on the CKM), which
is provided with optimum accuracy from the patient data. Finally,
R-CKM is validated against real patient data while transforming
it into executable MLMs and integrated into hospital information
system (HIS) workﬂows.
PMs are considered primary sources that physicians can use in
clinical setups for recommendations. Widespread computational
methods and tools are available for data analysis and creating of
PMs. These methods and tools require a systematic method of
selecting an appropriate PM that best ﬁts the clinical prediction
problem. The authors in [16] provided a systematic review of the
most commonly used methods and simple guidelines for using
these methods in clinical medicine. In our work, we use decision
trees (DTs) to create the PM. We demonstrate CHAID and a classiﬁcation and regression tree (CRT/CART) in our PM creation. Details
on using basic PM techniques are found in [16–19].
Various standards for sharing clinical knowledge are available.
HL7 Arden Syntax is one of the open standards of procedural representation of medical knowledge. The knowledge is represented
in a modular logic unit – the so-called MLM – which is sharable
across an organization [20]. HL7 Arden Syntax is used to specify a knowledge representation that is sharable, with the contents
being readable by both humans and machines [1]. In this work,
R-CKM, which was created from a PM, is represented in MLMs
and evaluated in term of MLM performance on real patient medical data. We use HL7 Arden Syntax V2.7. However, readers can
access detailed speciﬁcations with the current version (2.10) of HL7
Arden Syntax from the HL7 Arden Syntax working group repository
[21].
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Nevertheless, HL7 Arden Syntax has limitations in representing the ‘curly braces’ problem, the standard model used in logic.
HL7 vMR is a standard data model proposed to resolve the curly
braces problem that is associated with integration of MLMs with
healthcare workﬂows [4,22]. The main intention of vMR is to create a simpliﬁed representation of a sufﬁcient amount of clinical
records for capturing information relevant to clinical knowledge
and enabling understanding in knowledge engineers [5]. Most
importantly, vMR is inﬂuenced by the HL7 V3 reference information model (RIM), which makes it easier to integrate it with
HL7-compliant healthcare systems. The HL7 vMR model was developed based on analysis of requirements from 22 US institutions
[22]. We create a cancer clinical domain model derived from HL7
vMR and used as a data model for creating MLMs. To this end,
we employ HL7 vMR version 1; however, readers may consult the
recent version 2 of HL7 vMR for detailed speciﬁcations [5].

2. Methods
Clinical knowledge acquisition is the main activity in achieving
successful deployment of CDSSs. Unlike conventional requirements gathering and modeling of a system, knowledge creation
needs a detailed set of activities that cover the actual scenarios
and facts occurring in a real environment. Most importantly, the
domain experts are not required to know the executable knowledge
paradigm used as an integral part in a real healthcare workﬂow.
Moreover, the ultimate goal of knowledge acquisition is to represent the knowledge that functions with an existing healthcare
workﬂow and to enable a proper validation process for the ﬁnal
knowledge model. In this regard, we adapt a data-driven knowledge acquisition and validation approach that reﬂects a real clinical
setup deriving the clinical knowledge from existing clinical practices. The proposed approach is an iterative model that includes
three phases with ten activities. It enables a domain expert to create
an executable knowledge base with coordination of a knowledge
engineer. An abstract view of the phases with activity descriptions
is depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Data-driven clinical knowledge acquisition and validation process model.
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2.1. Phase-I: clinical knowledge modelling
A CKM is the baseline model for validation of ultimate clinical
rules in a knowledge base. It represents the clinical knowledge for
a speciﬁc clinical domain, while referencing standard knowledge
resources, such as CPGs. CPGs are widely used consulting knowledge resources that are applied in clinical practices for diagnoses
and treatments. CPGs are available in different formats, such as textual narratives and/or decision trees. A CKM is a formal decision tree
representation of CPGs aligned with clinical objectives in a particular domain. In Phase I, a team of physicians is involved to ﬁnalize
the CKM and perform the following activities.
Deﬁning a set of clinical objectives: Clinical objectives specify the
scope and intended outcomes of knowledge acquisition. In the
context of a CDSS, clinical objectives are deﬁned to specify possible CDSS interventions.
•
We deﬁne the clinical objective for creating clinical knowledge covering a treatment plan recommendation for head
and neck cancer. The treatment plan includes a single procedure or combination of procedures from radiotherapy,
chemotherapy, induction chemotherapy, and surgery. The
clinical knowledge helps physicians during treatment of a
patient or gives recommendations of a treatment plan during a multidisciplinary conference 2 of physicians.
•
The recommendations are classiﬁed based on a particular
tumor site. In this paper, the oral cavity is considered a primary site for an initial CDSS recommendation.
Selection of CPGs: Physicians consult CPGs for diagnoses and treatment plans during medical practices. In this step, physicians
intend to select appropriate CPGs that align with the clinical
objectives and use an appropriate knowledge representation
scheme. In current work, SKMCH physicians use the following
guidelines:
•
NCCN guidelines are used as candidate CPGs to model clinical knowledge for tumors of the oral cavity and other sites.
•
Tumor, Node, Metastases (TNM) staging guidelines are used
to represent the clinical staging of tumors.
•
A decision tree is selected as a formal representation of
knowledge. Decision nodes are represented as rectangles
and diamonds, while the conclusion nodes are represented
with oval corner rectangles. Oval corner rectangles also play
the role of condition nodes in case it comes in the middle of
the tree.
Creation of CKM: A team of physicians converts the selected guidelines into a formal decision tree representation. For oral cavity
CKM development, the following steps are used:
•
Two resident doctors are assigned to initially create the draft
decision tree from NCCN guideline trees and narratives.
•
The initial draft of the decision tree is thoroughly inspected
by a senior oncologist and approved as a ﬁnal CKM with a
possible amendment if needed.
•
In the ﬁnal CKM decision tree, a senior oncologist may incorporate some proven practices that may not be included in
CPGs but bear evidence of its validity from other knowledge.
2.2. Phase-II: knowledge acquisition and validation
Knowledge acquisition and validation are a core aspect of this
work. They are achieved through application of machine learning

2
A multidisciplinary conference comprises a panel of doctors including oncologists, radiologists, surgeons and other resident physicians. They conduct a conference
on regular basis to select the ﬁnal treatment plan for a patient.

algorithms on existing medical records in HIS and applying a rigorous validation process supported by the CKM. Phase II comprises
activities that are categorized into two broad perspectives: datadriven knowledge acquisition and knowledge validation.
2.2.1. Data-driven knowledge acquisition
Patient medical records in HIS are the primary resource for
acquisition of clinical knowledge. Patient medical records reﬂect
patient encounters and detail histories of diagnoses and ongoing or completed treatment. Various computational methods
and tools are widely used for analyzing patient medical records
and creating PMs for future recommendations. The authors in
[16] discussed overall issues and provided state-of-the-art guidelines to use appropriate methods for PM creation in clinical
medicine. In this study, patient data of head and neck cancers with
tumors in the primary oral cavity site were imported into SPSS
[19] http://www.sussex.ac.uk/its/pdfs/SPSS Decision Trees 21.pdf
(accessed 24.12.14) and Weka [23] from HIS to create a PM using a
decision tree (DT) classiﬁcation method. The main advantage of DTs
is the comprehensibility of the classiﬁcation structure, whereby
they can easily determine attributes for classifying and verifying
new data [18]. In addition, owing to powerful heuristics, the computational complexity of the DT induction algorithm is low [16].
Finally, it provides the opportunity to generate readily comprehensible knowledge rules.
In the context of tasks and guidelines provided by [16] for the
PM, the data-driven knowledge acquisition takes into account the
following related activities. Fig. 2 highlights the detailed tasks in
each activity and possible sequences for performing these activities.
Clinical data description and pre-processing: The clinical data of
oral cavity cancer patients for this study was imported from
HIS with thirteen condition attributes and one decision attribute
(treatment plan). Details of the condition attributes and decision
attributes are shown in Table 1. For the ﬁnal prediction model,
1229 patient records were used after applying pre-processing
(removing and calculating missing attributes) on 2181 original
patient records. Detailed steps of the pre-processing are shown
in the “Data preprocessing” activity in Fig. 2.
Selection of machine learning algorithm: The main goal of this activity is to determine the appropriate best-performing decision tree
algorithm on a given dataset for generating the ﬁnal PM. PMs can
be evaluated based on their predictive performance and comprehensibility. Predictive performance can be quantiﬁed using
classiﬁcation accuracy, while comprehensibility is a subjective
measure that is assessed by a domain expert. In our context, we
combine both measures into quantitative measures to achieve
our desired criteria. The criteria deﬁned by the domain expert is
the generating of a PM with high accuracy and providing a minimal set of decision paths by involving fewer dominant condition
attributes. This criteria is translated into a quantitative measure
using the weighted sum model (WSM). WSM ranking is expressed
in Eq. (1), which uses classiﬁcation accuracy P, the number of rules
generated R, and the number of attributes A involved in the conditions. Weights wj are assigned based on the importance of the
attributes. Classiﬁcation accuracy P is the most important in the
selection of algorithm, which is assigned wp : +0.8. The number
of rules R and number of attributes A are assigned wr : −0.1 and
wa : −0.1, respectively. According to our criteria, an algorithm
with a minimum rule set and involving fewer attributes is preferred. In this regard, we choose a negative scale to discourage
algorithms that generate maximum rules and/or those involving
more attributes.
According to our criteria, CHAID is the most suitable algorithm
among CRT, QUEST, DFTree, and J48 for use with the PM and rules
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Fig. 2. PM creation process.

generation, as shown in the “ML algorithm selection” activity in
Fig. 2.
Ranking

WSM−score

m


=˛

wj aij ,

for i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., m

(1)

j=1

Here ˛ : (0.8) is scaling constant and aij are attributes
with weight wj



aij
wj

Accuracy(P)
0.8

NumberofRules(R)
−0.1

Attributes(A)
−0.1



Creation of a PM: CHAID is an appropriate candidate algorithm that
provides a PM with reasonable classiﬁcation accuracy on given
data while generating easily understandable rules.
CHAID uses multiway splits to generate more than two nodes
from a current node. It chooses the independent (predictor or
condition attribute) variable with the strongest interaction with
the dependent variable (decision attribute). It has the capability of merging the category of each predictor if they are not
signiﬁcantly different with respect to the dependent variable. A
detailed description of CHAID and other tree algorithms are given
in [18,19].
CHAID is applied on a 1229-patient dataset using the 13 condition attributes mentioned in Table 1. The algorithm has default

parameters of the SPSS tool, as shown in the “prediction model
creation” activity in Fig. 2.
A decision tree representation of the PM is shown in Fig. 3. The
confusion matrix shown in Table 2 presents the overall accuracy of the model. In summary, our ﬁnal model achieved 71.0%
accuracy for classiﬁcation of ﬁnal cancer treatment.
The PM of CHAID classiﬁed the designated treatment plan with
the accuracy of C CRT (85.5%), S RT (80.5%) and RT (46.2%). The
accuracy of RT was comparatively low, but the major proportion
of cases (127;59.4%) of remaining cases (214) were classiﬁed as S
RT. The S RT treatment plan covered radiotherapy (RT) following surgery as the main procedure; therefore, it compensated
the lesser precision of the classiﬁcation model to only the RT
decision class. There are many reasons for the direct RT treatment rather than following standard treatment of S followed by
RT. These include patient not willing for surgery or having some
comorbidities associated with tumor site. The CHAID classiﬁcation algorithm has the intrinsic property of selecting dominant
attributes from a set of condition attributes, which provided a
higher segmentation of data. It selected 4/13 attributes “Treatment Intent Description”, “Clinical Stage T”, “Clinical Stage S” and
“Histology Description”. The model generated ten nodes overall,
of which six nodes were terminal (leaf) nodes in the tree.

2.2.2. Knowledge validation
Knowledge validation is performed on the PM with conformance criteria that ensure that the ﬁnal R-CKM model conforms
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Table 1
Data description of oral cavity.
Data summary:
Total attributes: 14
Decision attribute: treatment plan description
Attribute type

Attribute title

Attribute description

Decision attribute

Treatment plan description

Treatment plan for patient.
C: Induction chemotherapy is done.
CRT: Chemoradiotherapy is done.
RT: Radiotherapy is done.
S: Surgery is done.
C CRT: C is done followed by CRT.
C RT: C is done followed by RT.
S CRT: S is done followed by CRT.
S RT: S is done followed by RT.
C S CRT: C is done followed by S and CRT.
C S RT: C is done followed by S and RT.
UK: Treatment unknown.
NA: Treatment not applicable.

Condition attributes

Grade description
Treatment intent description
Treatment status description
Clinical Stage T
Clinical Stage N
Clinical Stage M
Clinical Stage S
Smoking
Alcohol
Naswar
Pan
Patient status
Histology description

Indicate patient treatment status such as poor and moderate.
Patient status for treatment, such as palliative or radical.
Indicate patient treatment status such as completed.
TNM Staging T value.
TNM Staging N value.
TNM Staging M value.
TNM Staging S value.
Smoking status.
Alcohol status.
Naswar status. Naswar is a moist, powdered tobacco snuff.
Pan status. Pan is type of, tobacco chewed and ﬁnally spat out or swallowed.
Patient current status such as alive and dead.
Indicate patient disease such as Carcinoma.

to the CKM (standard CPGs). Domain experts and knowledge engineers worked in a collaborative environment to validate the PM
against CKM using well-deﬁned inspection and testing mechanisms and developed the R-CKM conformed and validated model.
Fig. 4 depicts the process of validation with detailed ﬂows of
steps.
Activities performed in the validation process can be classiﬁed
into three main categories: setting the validation criteria, validating
the PM against the validation criteria, and ﬁnally evolving the RCKM by inspecting and reﬁning the PM.
Setting validation criteria: The validation criteria are a set of assertions that may be required to pass the decision paths in PM to
be eligible for inclusion in R-CKM. Domain experts specify the
validation criteria, which is inﬂuenced by their practices and conforms to the evidence from standard guidelines (CKM). While
specifying the criteria, each criterion is assigned a priority and
its primary status. The priority dictates the order of execution in
the validation process; the primary status speciﬁes that the given
criteria must be satisﬁed by the decision path. Table 3 provides
the set of criteria deﬁned by domain experts to validate the oral
cavity PM in this work.
PM validation against criteria: Validation is an iterative process
that selects one decision path Pi at a time from the PM for validation. The decision path is selected as part of R-CKM if it satisﬁes

all primary validation criteria and passes at least one of the nonprimary criteria. For example, any decision path in the oral cavity
PM becomes part of R-CKM if it satisﬁes criteria 1 and 2 and either
3 or 4, as mentioned in Table 3. The iteration is ﬁnished once all
the decision paths in the PM are evaluated against the validation
criteria.
Inspection and reﬁnement of selected PM decision path: The decision path Pi in the PM that passes the validation criteria is
inspected and reﬁned to Pj prior to becoming part of R-CKM.
Inspection and reﬁnement involves activities to identify conditional and decision values in a decision path for the same
interpretation with existing CKM conditional and decision
values. Therefore, in the reﬁned decision path, the concepts
are aligned according to the CKM. For example, the conditional
value clinical stage S: 1 is interpreted as clinical stage T: 1 and
clinical stage N: 0 in the CKM. Similarly, during reﬁnement,
the physician may add some other treatment to already given
choices by providing evidence for the inclusion.
2.3. Phase-III: R-CKM transformation into executable rules
Most of the projects involving data mining and machine learning
techniques in the clinical setup are stopped after the PM is created.
This is unfortunate because the PM should be deployed in a real
clinical setup for clinical decision support as a daily base service.

Table 2
Classiﬁcation using the CHAID model for oral cavity treatment planning.
Observed

C CRT
RT
S RT
Total
Overall percentage

Predicted
C CRT

RT

S RT

Total cases

Accuracy

343
87
81
511

12
184
3
199

46
127
346
519

401
398
430
1229

85.5%
46.2%
80.5%

41.6%

16.2%

42.2%

71.0%
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TreatmentPlanDesc
Node 0
n
Category %
C CRT
32.6 401
RT
32.4 398
S RT
35.0 430
Total
100.0 1229

C CRT
RT
S RT

TreatmentIntentDesc

Radical

Palliative

Node 1
Category %
n
C CRT
37.8 389
RT
20.8 214
S RT
41.5 427
Total
83.8 1030

Node 2
Category %
C CRT
6.0
RT
92.5
S RT
1.5
Total
16.2

n
12
184
3
199

Clinical Stage T

2

1
Node 3
Category %
C CRT
1.5
RT
28.8
S RT
69.7
Total
16.1

3; 4

Node 4
Category %
C CRT
16.0
RT
17.9
S RT
66.0
Total
21.3

n
3
57
138
198

Node 5
Category %
C CRT
60.4
RT
19.3
S RT
20.4
Total
46.4

n
42
47
173
262

Clinical Stage S

II (2)

Node 6
Category %
C CRT
10.8
RT
19.6
S RT
69.6
Total
15.8

HistoDesc

III (3); IV (4)

n
21
38
135
194

n
344
110
116
570

Node 7
Category %
C CRT
30.9
RT
13.2
S RT
55.9
Total
5.5

Squamous cell carcinoma; Small cell
carcinoma; Carcinoma NOS

n
21
9
38
68

Node 8
Category %
C CRT
67.1
RT
17.0
S RT
15.9
Total
41.6

n
343
87
81
511

Mucoepidermoid carcinoma; NA;
Adenocarcinoma; Adenoid cystic
carcinoma; Basal cell carcinoma;
Squamous cell carcinoma in situ;
Verrucous carcinoma; Malignant
melanoma; Pleomorphic adenoma;
Spindle cell carcinoma;
Ameloblastoma, malignant; Adenoid
squamous cell carcinoma;
nasopharyngeal carcinoma;
Sebaceous adenocarcinoma;
Sarcoma, not otherwise specified;
Plasmacytoma, not otherwise specified
Node 9
Category %
C CRT
1.7
RT
39.0
S RT
59.3
Total
4.8

n
1
23
35
59

Fig. 3. CHAID prediction model for oral cavity treatment plans.
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Fig. 4. Knowledge validation process.

This would help in supporting the medical services, and stakeholders could easily monitor the efﬁciency of the technology in terms
of improving quality of care and decreasing healthcare costs [16].
Maintaining the motivation to provide end-to-end implementation
of the PM, R-CKM is represented in sharable format using HL7 Arden
Syntax. R-CKM is converted into a set of candidate MLMs and implemented in a real setup for recommendation of a treatment plan for
oral cavity cancer patients. Conversion of R-CKM into executable
knowledge representation (MLM) is performed using the following
activities.
Selection of candidate MLMs from the R-CKM: R-CKM can be transformed into different sets of MLMs depending on the domain
expert intuitions and logical connections existing in the decision path of R-CKM. For R-CKM, three candidate approaches are

analyzed for ﬁnal executable knowledge. These are explained in
Section 3.3.
Data requirements for MLMs using the HL7 vMR model: Data speciﬁcations for each MLM are important for the formal creation of
logic. Data speciﬁcations include enlisting clinical data that is
required for the MLM, representing clinical data in the standard
data model (HL7 vMR), and mapping coded concepts into a
standard vocabulary. Section 3.3 details the speciﬁcations of data
requirements for candidate MLMs.
Identiﬁcation of HL7 Arden Syntax artifacts and MLMs creation:
Arden Syntax is a comprehensive speciﬁcation supporting a
large number of operators, various control structures, including
decision and looping structures, and comprehensive models for
various data types. Knowledge engineers summarize the basic
artifacts required to transform the R-CKM into corresponding

Table 3
Validation criteria for oral cavity.
C. no.
1.

2.

Criteria

Priority

Primary

Remarks

{ ∀ Pi ∈ PM : Accuracy(Pi ) > N % }

1

Yes

{ ∀ Pi ∈ PM ∧ ∀ Pj ∈ CKM : ! Conﬂict(Pi , Pj )}

1

Yes

• The domain expert assigns N, which represents the
accuracy of PM based on the training data.
• Trade off: Higher accuracy setting produces an efﬁcient
model, but coverage of involving more patient features is
limited and vice versa.
• Conﬂicts with guidelines; conﬂicting treatments must
not be exist.
• Example: after surgery, chemo-induction has no meaning.

2

No

3

No

yields

3.

{∀Pi ∈ PM ∧ ∃Pj ∈ CKM : Conform(Pi , Pj ) →

4.

!Conform(Pi , Pj )

Pi ∈ RCKM}

{∃Pi ∈ PM ∧ ∀Pj ∈ CKM :
provides

→

yields

Evidence(Pi ) →

Pi ∈ RCKM}

• Decision path in PM conforming to any CKM path shall be
part of R-CKM.
• Decision path in PM not conforming to any path in CKM
can be part of R-CKM only if:
• Sufﬁcient evidence exists for effectiveness of the treatment.
• Evidence can be other standard clinical knowledge
resources or local practices with a reasonable success
ratio for the predicted treatment.
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Fig. 5. Clinical knowledge model for the oral cavity using the NCCN treatment plan.

MLMs and provide physicians with training on using these
artifacts.
Integration of MLMs with HIS workﬂow: Knowledge
engineers
implement the MLMs and integrate them with HIS workﬂows.
Details of the implementation and integration of MLMs with HIS
are available in our previous research [24,25].

CKM decision tree model, physicians also integrate local practices
into decision paths with sufﬁcient evidence for improving patient
care. For example, ChemoInduction was added to the ﬁnal CKM with
local practices, suggesting that induction chemotherapy followed
by chemoradiotherapy before surgery improves overall survival of
patients [26].

3. Results

3.2. Phase-II: knowledge acquisition and validation

3.1. Phase-I: clinical knowledge modelling

PM evaluation using disjoint patient test data: The experiment is
performed on a (disjoint) dataset of 739 patients with completed
treatments. Each decision path of the PM is evaluated for a set of
candidate patient cases. The patient cases are distributed into six
decision paths, where distribution is based on qualiﬁcation for
the condition part in the path.
The overall accuracy of the PM is calculated as the weighted mean
of the accuracies of all of the decision paths, as shown in Eq. (2).
PM accuracy is 59.0% in the test data, which is encouraging to consider the model for constructing the ﬁnal R-CKM. Table 4 shows

The team of physicians establish the clinical objective of
incorporating the CDSS intervention for the treatment plan recommendations for patients with an oral cavity tumor. NCCN guidelines
are selected to develop the CKM for the decision of treatment plans
for these patients. Fig. 5, shows the ﬁnal outcome of the CKM of
the clinical knowledge modeling phase from the NCCN guidelines.
These guidelines cover the domain as a whole and provide a general
view of the decision model. In order to convert NCCN into the ﬁnal
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Table 4
PM evaluation on disjoint patient test data.
Path#

PM decision path

Candidate patient cases

PM path accuracy

Path-1
Path-2
Path-3
Path-4
Path-5
Path-6

Node0 → RT
Node0 → Node1 → Node3 → S RT
Node0 → Node1 → Node4 → Node6 → S RT
Node0 → Node1 → Node4 → Node7 → S RT
Node0 → Node1 → Node5 → Node8 → C CRT
Node0 → Node1 → Node5 → Node9 → S RT

Palliative patients: 69
Patient with radical and CS: T1: 139
Patients with radical and FCS II: 123
Patients with radical and FCS III;IV: 56
Patients with radical, CS:T3-4 and HistoDescription 1, 2, 3: 324
Patients with radical, CS:T3-4 and HistoDescription other than 1, 2, 3: 28

40.58% (C:28 W:41)
95.68%(C:133, W:6)
73.98%(C:91, W:32)
67.86%(C:38, W:18)
38.58% (C:125, W:199)
85.71%(C:24, W:4)

Overall PM Accuracy: PMacc

59.0%

• CS: Clinical Stage.
• FCS: Final Clinical Stage.
• HistoDescription 1: Squamous cell carcinoma.
• HistoDescription 2: Small cell carcinoma.
• HistoDescription 3: Carcinoma NOS.
• C: Correctly classiﬁed patient cases.
• W: Wrongly classiﬁed patient cases.

the detailed distribution of patient test cases over six decision
paths and their corresponding accuracies. The “PM Decision Path”
represents the decision paths covered by PM, “Candidate Patient
Cases” are the record number of cases that qualify the decision
path and “PM Path Accuracy” is the percentage of patient cases
correctly classiﬁed by the PM decision path.

n
PM acc =

(pat ci × Adpi )

n

i=1

i=1

(2)

pat ci

where pat ci and Adpi represent the number of patient
cases assigned to path dpi and accuracy of path dpi
respectively.

Validated R-CKM based on PM: R-CKM is created from the PM while
using the validation criteria deﬁned by domain experts. Using a
set of four validation criteria for the oral cavity, the validation
process is applied on the oral cavity PM, which resulted in R-CKM,
as shown in Fig. 6.
Table 5 shows the details of the applicable validation criteria
(AVC) for each decision path of the PM. For validation criteria
1, physicians establish the accuracy level of N = 50% (accuracy
of paths based on training data). Five decision paths in the PM
are conformed to the CKM (i.e., passing validation criteria of 1,
2, 3), while one decision path represent the local practices (passing criteria 1, 2, 4). Moreover, the PM decision always existed
in leaf nodes, whereas in R-CKM the decision node could have
occurred in the middle and would not work as a conditional
node for the following sub-tree. For example, in the PM, decision

Fig. 6. Reﬁned clinical knowledge model for the oral cavity treatment plan
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Table 5
R-CKM evolution details.
Decision path (PM)

AVC

Reﬁned decision path (R-CKM)

Remarks (using CKM)

N0 → N2

{1, 2, 3}

TreatmentIntent → RT

• Conforms to CKM as:
◦ RT is a secondary-level treatment for clinical stage III and IV
patients in CKM
◦ Palliative patients have stage III or stage IV (HIS statistics: 90%)
◦ Thus, RT for palliative care conforms

N0 → N1 → N3

{1, 2, 3}

i. TreatmentIntent → CI → S
ii. TreatmentIntent → CI → S → FU or RT

• Conforms to CKM as:
◦ Surgery is done followed by RT for all clinical stages in CKM
◦ Radical patients may have any of the clinical stages (HIS
statistics: I: 17.48%, II: 18.83%, III: 17.67% and IV: 46.02%)
◦ Thus, the given decision path conforms to CKM
◦ FU: FollowUp is added to reﬁne the path because after
pathology stage I some patients may ask for FU

N0 → N1 → N4 → N6

{1, 2, 3}

i. TreatmentIntent → CI → S
ii. TreatmentIntent → CI → S → RT

• Same conformance as for N0 → N1 → N3

N0 → N1 → N4 → N7

{1, 2, 3}

TreatmentIntent → CI → S → RT or CRT

• Same conformance as for N0 → N1 → N3
• CRT is added to reﬁned path because N7 in PM suggests CRT with 30% accuracy
• Moreover, CRT is a tertiary level treatment in CKM for advanced
clinical staging

N0 → N1 → N5 → N8

{1, 2, 4}

TreatmentIntent → CI → CRT

• Not conforming to CKM, but physicians provide the following
evidence from existing practices
• C CRT makes 32.63% of the dataset and 84.5% patients among C
CRT are stage III and stage IV
• Because PM shows signiﬁcant accuracy, 67.1%, for C CRT and is
very effective

N0 → N1 → N5 → N9

{1, 2, 3}

TreatmentIntent → CI → S → RT

• Same conformance as for N0 → N1 → N3

path N0 → N1 → N4 → N6, N6 is the decision node representing
S RT (surgery followed by radiotherapy). The same decision path
is divided into two decision paths in R-CKM; i.e., TreatmentIntent → CI → S and TreatmentIntent → CI → S → RT, where S (as
the decision node) in the ﬁrst decision path is the condition node
for the second decision path.

3.3. Phase-III: R-CKM transformation into executable rules
Evaluation of R-CKM to MLM strategies: Clinical models can be
transformed into different sets of MLMs depending on the
domain expert intuitions and logical connections in the decision
path. For R-CKM, three candidate approaches were analyzed for
the ﬁnal executable knowledge.
The creation of a single MLM with a single event, which covers
all decision paths of the R-CKM, is the most common approach.
This approach has the advantage of publishing minimal MLMs to
executable clinical knowledge, which makes it easy to maintain
the growing knowledge base. However, this approach has limited
MLM re-usability. Furthermore, it becomes difﬁcult to identify
and ﬁx logical errors in a single MLM depending on a large clinical
model.
The second approach is to create a set of MLMs for a given RCKM shown in Fig. 6; that is, create an individual MLM with a
common event for each single decision node or a set of decision
nodes sharing the immediate decision node. For R-CKM, six candidate MLMs can be created: one MLM for tree level 1 (covering
ChemoInduction and Radiotherapy), one for tree level 2 (covering Surgery), two for tree level 3 (MLM covering RT or CRT and
MLM covering CRT and S), and two for tree level 4 (MLM covering FollowUp or RT and RT and MLM covering RT). In this case,
MLM for children decision node(s) include logic for a complete
selected path originating from the root. For example, the MLM
at level 2 concludes with Surgery after checking that the patient
has done ChemoInduction and (s)he was on a radical treatment
care. This approach has the potential to generate separate MLMs

for each decision node, which can easily be traced to the original
clinical model without digging into the detailed logic. Moreover,
this approach is close to the rule generation of most machine
learning tree classiﬁcation, such as CHAID. The main limitations
of this approach include duplications due to logic tracing parent
nodes, multiple MLMs evoked for a single event, which will need
the same amount of data from HIS, and maintenance problems
occurring in the case a change is made to the clinical model.
The third approach is to create a set of MLMs controlled by the
root MLM through the MLM-calling mechanism. It allows modular logic to create reusable and understandable MLMs. The root
MLM is exposed to a trigger for a particular event and imports all
data required for the decision logic used in the “called” MLMs –
so called subMLMs. SubMLMs can also play the role of “caller” for
other subMLMs. Using this approach, a different set of MLMs for
the same clinical model can be created depending on the modularity of the logic. For R-CKM, four candidate MLMs are selected
to cover all decision paths. Fig. 7 shows a detailed decision part
of each MLM highlighted in R-CKM.
At ﬁrst level of R-CKM, RootMLM:OralCavity LocalizedPrimitive
is selected as the primitive root MLM, which is exposed for the
oral cavity treatment plan event. It assigns a decision part at level
1 of the model for the primitive treatment plan. For further decisions it calls subMLM:OralCavityComplexLvl1 MLM, which represents the logic at level 2 based on clinical staging. Some treatment
plans at level 2 and all other treatment plans in subsequent levels
(i.e., levels 3 and 4) are delegated to two subMLMs OralCavityComplexLvl21 and OralCavityComplexLvl22, which are called
from subMLM:OralCavityComplexLvl1. RootMLM:OralCavity
LocalizedPrimitive is the controller MLM triggered on the oral
cavity treatment plan, and recommendations are made in coordination with subMLMs. This approach avoids duplication in logic.
Furthermore, distribution of logic in subMLMs gives control to
managing the overall logic of the clinical model.
Data speciﬁcations for MLMs and mapping to a standard model
(HL7 vMR):Data speciﬁcations for each MLM are important
for formal development of internal logic. Data speciﬁcations
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Fig. 7. Candidate MLMs for oral cavity R-CKM

include activities, enlisting clinical data required for the MLM,
representation of clinical data in a standard data model, and
mapping of coded concepts into a standard vocabulary.
For the oral cavity treatment event, four candidate MLMs need
different sets of clinical data to recommend an appropriate
treatment plan. OralCavity LocalizedPrimitive is the root MLM
triggered against the oral cavity treatment event; therefore, the
data required for subMLMs are imported by the root MLM and
passed as an argument to caller subMLMs. The root MLM OralCavity LocalizedPrimitive requires data regarding treatment intent
and primary level treatment for the treatment plan recommendation at the primary level. It needs further detailed data if primary
level treatment is done and it delegates control to subMLM with
corresponding data for secondary or tertiary level recommendations.
OralCavityComplexLvl1 subMLM is called by the root MLM OralCavity LocalizedPrimitive and expects clinical data regarding
clinical staging T and N values and treatment completed at

secondary and tertiary levels. It also expects clinical data
regarding clinical staging S and disease (histology ﬁndings),
which are passed to subMLMs OralCavityComplexLvl21 and OralCavityComplexLvl22, respectively, if necessary to call further
recommendations.
Clinical data speciﬁed for each MLM are required to have
standard representation of vMR that can be understood by
CDSS. All individual clinical data concepts are needed for
mapping into vMR concepts. Table 6 lists HIS data mapping to vMR concepts in detail. A detailed clinical model for
oral cavity treatment used by candidate MLMs is shown in
Appendix A.
As indicated in Table 6, all of the values used in clinical data are
coded concepts and mapped to vMR coded attributes. SNOMED
codes for all HIS concepts and the corresponding value set is
searched in the SNOMED repository. Table B.8 (Appendix B) lists
all related SNOMED codes associated with HIS concepts and corresponding values.

Table 6
HIS clinical data mapping to HL7 vMR.
HIS concepts

vMR concepts

Attributes mappings (HIS-vMR)

Clinical Stage T

ObservationResult

Clinical Stage T = observationFocus
Clinical Stage T value = observationValue

Clinical Stage N

ObservationResult

Clinical Stage N = observationFocus
Clinical Stage N value = observationValue

Clinical Stage S

ObservationResult

Clinical Stage S = observationFocus
Clinical Stage S value = observationValue

Treatment intent

ProcedureEvent

Treatment intent = procedureCode
Treatment intent value = procedureMethod

Histology description

Problem

Histology description = problemCode

Treatment plan

ProcedureEvent

Treatment plan = procedureCode
Treatment plan value = procedureMethod
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Fig. 8. R-CKM accuracy using MLMs

Creation of candidate MLMs: Arden Syntax is a comprehensive
speciﬁcation supporting large numbers of operators, various control structures, including decision and looping structures, and
comprehensive models for various data types. Knowledge engineers summarize the basic artifacts that are needed to transform
the R-CKM into corresponding MLMs and provide physicians with
training on using these artifacts. Basic Arden Syntax artifacts used
in this study are shown in Appendix C and detailed logic for
MLMs:OralCavity LocalizedPrimitive is provided in Appendix D.
Oral cavity R-CKM validation using MLMs: We implemented the RCKM by integrating four candidate MLMs into HIS. MLMs are
tested (validated) on the same 739 patient medical records with
completed treatments that were used for PM evaluation. The
distribution of the patient test cases into MLM decision paths
is based on their qualiﬁcation for the condition part of the
paths.
R-CKM accuracy is equivalent to the accuracy of RootMLM: MLM1
where accuracy of MLM1 is a weighted mean accuracy of the
disjoint paths as shown in Eq. (3).
R − CKM acc = AMLM 1 =

n
(pat c × Api )
i=1
n i
i=1

pat ci

cases assigned to path pi and accuracy of path pi
respectively.

MLM1 includes the decision path that calls other subMLMs. The
accuracy of calling disjoint path Ap is calculated as the weighted
mean accuracy of individual MLMs, as shown in Eq. (4).
Ap =

i=1

(pat ci × AMLM i )
pat cp

where pat ci and AMLM i represent number of patient
cases assigned to MLM i and its accuracy respectively.
pat cp represents patient cases assigned to path p.

MLM

MLM Path

MLM1

P1: TreatmentIntent → RT
P2: TreatmentIntent → CI

MLM2

P1: TreatmentIntent → CI → S → RT or CRT (CS: T1-2,N1)

MLM3

P1: TreatmentIntent → CI → S (CS: T1-2,N0)
P11: TreatmentIntent → CI → S → FU or RT (FCS: I (1))
P12: TreatmentIntent → CI → S → RT (FCS: II (2))

MLM4

P1: TreatmentIntent → CI → CRT (HistoDesc: 1, 2, 3)
P2: TreatmentIntent → CI → S → RT (Other than HistoDesc: 1, 2, 3)

• MLM1:RootMLM: OralCavityLocalizedPrimitive.
• MLM2: OralCavityComplexLvl1.
• MLM3: OralCavityComplexLvl21.
• MLM4: OralCavityComplexLvl22.
• CS: Clinical Stage.
• FCS: Final Clinical Stage.
• HistoDescription 1: Squamous cell carcinoma.
• HistoDescription 2: Small cell carcinoma.
• HistoDescription 3: Carcinoma NOS.

(3)

where pat ci and Api represent the number of patient

n

Table 7
R-CKM validation using MLMs.

(4)

The overall classiﬁcation accuracy of the R-CKM for 739 patient
cases is 53.0%, which covers testing of the eight decision paths of
all the four MLMs. R-CKM accuracy is comparatively less than PM
accuracy, likely due to the reﬁnements in decision paths of PM.
Table 7 presents the detail of MLMs and their paths. The distribution of patient cases over MLMs and its detailed steps of
calculating accuracies are shown in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8, pi represents path number in MLMi , patc represents
patient cases for path pi , Cc represents correctly classiﬁed patient
cases, and Wc represent incorrectly classiﬁed patient cases of path
pi .
4. Discussion
4.1. CKM from guidelines vs PM from practices dataset
Incorporating CKM from published guidelines as a CDSS intervention cannot be directly invoked for recommendations. This
is primarily on account of the gap between decision attributes
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mentioned in the guidelines and recorded attributes in healthcare
system. From the current study of oral cavity CKM and the available
practices dataset, it is indicated that clinical staging is common.
On the other hand, pathology staging and other adverse conditions from guidelines are not recorded as part of the patient health
record. Similarly, the most notable risks (such as history of smoking,
pan and naswar) and other problems and patient conditions (such
as disease information, patient status) do not exist in the CKM. In
this context, PM plays an important role in generating rules that
involve most dominant attributes from data for the ﬁnal decision.
Creation of R-CKM from the PM with proper validation from the
CKM produces a model that can be directly evoked with existing
data and conforms to the standard guidelines. As shown in Table 5,
all decision paths except one from PM conform to the CKM and
are represented in R-CKM. Inclusion of the CRT recommendation is
based on strong evidence from classiﬁcation of high proportions of
patient cases for clinical stage III (3) and IV (4) and on conﬁrmation
of its effectiveness in patient care by the physicians.

4.2. R-CKM validation vs veriﬁcation
Validation is intended to ensure the building of the correct
model, while veriﬁcation ensures that the built model is working correctly. After validation, the CIGs are checked for internal
consistencies using some formal mathematical models, so-called
veriﬁcation [7]. Different approaches are available for veriﬁcations.
A model-driven approach creates a model of speciﬁcations and veriﬁes it against temporal logic [27,28]. A theorem-proving approach
uses formal methods to represent the guidelines in a formal model
and proves the model for the veriﬁcation of interesting properties of the guidelines [29]. In this work, we demonstrate validation
of the PM from the CKM and create a reﬁned model R-CKM using
domain expert base validation criteria. As an integral part of HIS
workﬂow (used as MLMs), R-CKM was validated against real patient
test cases, and had an encouraging performance with an accuracy
of 53.0%.

4.3. Validation of R-CKM: quality of MLMs
Using the PM as a primary source for the PM and evolving it
into a reﬁned model, R-CKM provides various advantages. First,
R-CKM is created through a validation process from existing guidelines through CKM concepts. Second, R-CKM has the capability to
directly integrate and work with healthcare workﬂows, which is
not possible when guidelines are used as they exist. Third, R-CKM
evolves from PM and has an accuracy of 53.0% on real patient data,
which is encouraging, although it is relatively lesser than accuracy
of the PM 59.0%. However it is expected that the accuracy of the
R-CKM may be reduced due to evolution during reﬁnements in
the paths of PM. The accuracy of R-CKM is mainly dependent on
the accuracy of PM and differences between the accuracies of PM
and R-CKM dictate the gap between real practices and standard
guideline-based practices. By investigating the detailed accuracy
of each MLM from Fig. 8, it is revealed that candidate MLMs can be
used in a real clinical setup. Currently, the MLMs are integrated with
HIS, where resident doctors are testing 60 patient cases per week
for further quality measurement of the generated recommendations. Although R-CKM is validated on a real dataset of 739 patients
(ofﬂine), these MLMs will become part of the healthcare workﬂow after passing the (online) test phase. Despite the fact that the
R-CKM model has many advantages, it cannot be considered complete because it works only for patient data readily available in HIS.
Therefore, physicians may need to review the recommendations
before selecting the ﬁnal treatment plan.

4.4. Selection of CHAID over CRT
One of the main goals of this work was to convey the knowledge
of how Arden Syntax can be used by novice physicians. Thus, the
selection criteria was intended to build a PM that is simple enough
with respect to involving minimal attributes and giving maximum
accuracy. CHAID was ranked ﬁrst even though CRT performed well
on a given dataset because it gave fewer rules by involving fewer
attributes. Selection of CHAID over CRT was only made to create
simple R-CKM to be easily transformable to corresponding MLMs by
physicians. However, CRT is considered a good candidate for R-CKM
to work as a prediction machine, which involves other relevant
attributes from the practices dataset.
4.5. R-CKM transformation into MLMs
The current approach selects the MLM-calling mechanism to
transform the set of MLMs controlled via the root MLM. Importantly, the clinical logic can be distributed in various subMLMs
depending on decision paths and choices of domain experts. Thus,
R-CKM can be transformed into the different sets of MLMs mentioned in this work. For example, one option can be the merging
of OralCavityComplexLvl1 into RootMLM, whereby the other two
subMLMs OralCavityComplexLvl21 and OralCavityComplexLvl22
are called by RootMLM.
4.6. vMR experiences in HL7 Arden Syntax
Senior and expert physicians are rarely attached to using
advanced computer technology. Rather, they are concerned with
work in routine clinics with minimal use of basic computer applications. In this study, we involved senior oncologists and young
resident doctors. Resident doctors showed interest in the idea
of executable knowledge creation, while senior oncologists were
involved for validation of R-CKM. While interacting with resident doctors for transformation of MLMs, it was evident that
they experienced difﬁculties with the comprehensive Arden Syntax speciﬁcations and were confused as to where to formally start
writing MLMs. Knowledge engineers resolved this problem by
creating short implementation guides, which covered the use of
most important concepts for ﬁnal MLMs. Second, physicians were
interested in use of localized concepts in logic rather than digging into technical details of accessing vMR concepts. For example,
(secondLvlTreatment. procedureCode = “413737006” AND secondLvlTreatment. procedureMethod != “387713003”) should be written as
secondLvlTreatmentPlan != “Surgery”. This demand on the physician
led back to the Arden Syntax curly brace problem; an approach
that resolves the complexity of vMR is needed. For the current
work, we introduced basic clinical statements, such as ObservationResult, ProcedureEvent and Problem to represent the local concepts
used in R-CKM. To permanently address this problem, our ongoing research involves creating detailed clinical models of cancer
from local practices and mapping the concepts into vMR concepts.
The mapping will be plugged into a knowledge authoring tool as a
bridge to provide abstractions for vMR concepts.
5. Conclusion and future work
The proposed work introduced a data-driven knowledge acquisition and validation approach using a three-phase process model
whereby a R-CKM was created using a PM, which conforms to a
CKM. The R-CKM is transformable to an executable knowledge base,
where example executable MLMs are created for oral cavity cancer
treatment plans. This approach of knowledge acquisition ensures
that the created model is used for CDSS interventions with existing patient data schemas, which would otherwise not be feasible
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with the direct implementation of general guidelines. The proposed
approach encourages physicians to transform their professional
experience into sharable clinical knowledge using HL7 Arden Syntax. Moreover, HL7 vMR was used in the creation of MLMs to avoid
the intrinsic curly brace problem of HL7 Arden Syntax. Finally, the
experience of domain experts with HL7 vMR was discussed and
indicated the need for future work on standard simpliﬁcation.
Future work will expand on the research presented here and
will consider the knowledge veriﬁcation techniques to verify the
generated MLMs against R-CKM. Furthermore, completeness of RCKM will be evaluated against the CKM with respect to available
datasets and domain expert opinions.
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Appendix A. Clinical treatment plan vMR detail clinical model
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Appendix B. Oral cavity: SNOMED codes for HIS concepts
Table B.8
HIS concept mapping with SNOMED concepts.
HIS concept

SNOMED concept

HIS designated values

SNOMED code
(for values)

SNOMED description (for value)

Clinical stage T

385356007 Tumor stage
ﬁnding (ﬁnding)

T0

58790005

T1

23351008

T2

67673008

T3

14410001

T4

65565005

T0 category (ﬁnding), T0 category, T0 stage, Tumor stage T0,
Tumor stage T0
T1 category (ﬁnding), T1 category, T1 stage, Tumor stage T1,
Tumor stage T1
T2 category (ﬁnding), T2 category, T2 stage, Tumor stage T2,
Tumor stage T2
T3 category (ﬁnding), T3 category, T3 stage, Tumor stage T3,
Tumor stage T3
T4 category (ﬁnding), T4 category, T4 stage, Tumor stage T4,
Tumor stage T4

N0

62455006

N0 category (ﬁnding), N0 category, N0 stage, Node stage N0

N1
N2
N3

53623008
46059003
5856006

N1 category (ﬁnding), N1 category, N1 stage, Node stage N1
N2 category (ﬁnding), N2 category, N2 stage, Node stage N2
N3 category (ﬁnding), N3category, N3 stage, Node stage N3

I

13104003

Clinical stage ﬁnding, Tumor stage ﬁnding, Clinical stage I
(ﬁnding)

II

60333009

III

50283003

IV

2640006

Clinical stage ﬁnding, Tumor stage ﬁnding, Clinical stage II
(ﬁnding)
Clinical stage ﬁnding, Tumor stage ﬁnding, Clinical stage III
(ﬁnding)
Clinical stage ﬁnding, Tumor stage ﬁnding, Clinical stage IV
(ﬁnding)

Radical

27762005

Radical procedure

Palliative

363676003

Palliative – procedure intent

Squamous cell carcinoma

402815007

Squamous cell carcinoma (disorder)

Small cell carcinoma
Carcinoma NOS
Adenocarcinoma
Adenoid cystic carcinoma
Adenoid cystic carcinoma
Squamous cell carcinoma
in situ

74364000
68453008
35917007
11671000
1338007
59529006

Verrucous carcinoma
Malignant melanoma

89906000
2092003

Pleomorphic adenoma
Spindle cell carcinoma
Ameloblastoma, malignant
Adenoid squamous cell
carcinoma
nasopharyngeal carcinoma
Sebaceous adenocarcinoma
Sarcoma, not otherwise
speciﬁed
Plasmacytoma, not
otherwise speciﬁed
Mucoepidermoid
carcinoma

8360001
65692009
88253001
85956000

415112005

Small cell carcinoma (morphologic abnormality)
Carcinoma, no subtype (morphologic abnormality)
Adenocarcinoma, no subtype (morphologic abnormality)
Adenoid cystic carcinoma (morphologic abnormality)
Basal cell carcinoma (morphologic abnormality)
Squamous cell carcinoma in situ, no International
Classiﬁcation of Diseases for Oncology subtype
(morphologic abnormality)
Verrucous carcinoma (morphologic abnormality)
Malignant melanoma, no International Classiﬁcation of
Diseases for Oncology subtype (morphologic abnormality)
Pleomorphic adenoma (morphologic abnormality)
Spindle cell carcinoma (morphologic abnormality)
Ameloblastoma, malignant (morphologic abnormality)
Adenoid squamous cell carcinoma (morphologic
abnormality)
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (disorder)
Sebaceous adenocarcinoma (morphologic abnormality)
Dendritic cell sarcoma, not otherwise speciﬁed
(morphologic abnormality)
Plasmacytoma (disorder)

4079000

Mucoepidermoid carcinoma (morphologic abnormality)

Chemotherapy

367336001

Chemotherapy (procedure)

CRT (Chemoradiotherapy)
RT (Radiotherapy)
Surgery
Induction Chemotherapy

703423002
108290001
387713003
450827009

Combined chemotherapy and radiation therapy (procedure)
Radiation oncology AND/OR radiotherapy (procedure)
Surgical procedure (procedure)
Induction chemotherapy (procedure)

Clinical stage N

Clinical stage S

385382003 Node (category
ﬁnding (ﬁnding), N stage
ﬁnding, Node category
ﬁnding, Node stage ﬁnding)

80631005 Clinical stage
ﬁnding (ﬁnding), Clinical
stage ﬁnding

Treatment intent

395077000 Treatment
intent (situation)

Histology
description

250537006 Histopathology
ﬁnding

Treatment plan

1.413737006 Cancer
hospital treatment
completed (situation)
2.225292002 Developing a
treatment plan (procedure)

449248000
54734006
397355008
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Appendix C. Arden Syntax implementation guide
Following are details of selected HL7 Arden Syntax artifacts used
in this study.
• object: It is an important construct for representing clinical data
in vMR object format. Physicians are introduced to methods of
using new.. with for object creation.
• EXTRACT ATTRIBUTE NAMES: It is used to retrieve detailed information of data members of vMR objects.
• ATTRIBUTE FROM: The Attribute From operator is used to access
data members of vMR objects.
• List: It is used to access data members of complex vMR objects and
multiple recommendations are stored in the list. Furthermore, a

•
•

•
•
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Merge operator is used to merge multiple recommendations into
a common list.
Control Structures: IF, IF-ELSE and For-Do control structure are
used for creation of logic and iterating a recommendation list.
Call With: The design of MLMs include subMLMs, which are
called by other MLMs. Thus, the Call With operator is introduced
for invocation of MLMs. Furthermore, the ARGUMENT concept is
introduced to handle the data among calling mechanism of MLMs.
Logical operators: This set of logical operators is introduced and
includes OR, AND, IN and IS [not].
Select From Where: For data importing from HIS, the select from
where operator was used that populate the vMR based clinical
statements.

Appendix D. Oral cavity primitive root MLM
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